
   
 

 
 

STERIS introduces its new AIRPORT equipment management system 

Make space work for you 
 
 
The ever-increasing amount of sophisticated equipment required by today’s exacting medical standards is making 
space a real issue in operating suites. STERIS has a solution to this problem: AIRPORT, a new equipment 
management system (EMS) that combines ergonomics with scalability. 
 
A solution to every requirement 
AIRPORT has been developed in collaboration with medical teams to accommodate all types of surgical procedure, 
from general surgery and anaesthesia, to surgical specialities and minimally invasive surgery. Exceptionally 
modular, it can be tailored exactly to specific needs and at the right price. Simple yet clever solutions, such as gas 
and electrical connections directly on the column, make it possible to have essential functions at a low price. EMSs 
capable of carrying heavier loads and offering a wide range of movements will be subsequently made available. 
Until then, the standard solutions available will meet most requirements. 
 
Quality and variety 
AIRPORT boasts a wide range of accessories — from shelves of various sizes and built with a wide choice of 
drawers, to mounts for flat screens and keyboards — that offer virtually endless possibilities. All feature quality 
construction and finishes. What is more, our teams guide you throughout your projects and help you to achieve the 
best cost-effectiveness ratio for your system. With AIRPORT you have a solution that is tailored to your needs as 
well as your budget. 
 
Future forward 
An EMS worthy of the name must meet not only your current expectations, but your future needs as well. AIRPORT 

features a clever design that accommodates your needs as they change. Its standardised ceiling attachments allow 
the installation of additional arms and lights. Each arm features a generously sized (120 mm) internal cable routing 
compartment so that new equipment can be added without having to alter AIRPORT, even in the case of its 
lightweight models. Last but not least, additional modules can be installed with great ease on the side of the system 
to increase its capabilities.  
Such capabilities are essential in order to upgrade your surgical suite with an integration solution. With the 
AIRPORT range, you can easily add video connections and equipment so that all your audio, video and data 
streams are managed in a single place. When you have an EMS that grows with your needs, you also have the 
guarantee of freedom of choice and lasting use. 
 
Technology that is so transparent, you forget that it’s there 
From its smooth, rounded shapes, to the number of exposed screws reduced to the bare minimum, and its 
concealed cable routing compartments, the AIRPORT range is designed down to the smallest details to ensure 
effortless cleaning and decontamination. One of the range’s most ergonomic features is its retractable handles 
which control the electro-pneumatic brakes for precise, effortless positioning. Exceptionally compact and elegant 
and available in matching colours, AIRPORT blends in so well with its surroundings that you almost forget that it’s 
there! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Available in September 2010 


